CptS 464/564 Homework #0

Given Tuesday 28-JAN-20

Due: Sunday 09-FEB-20 at 1159pm via BLACKBOARD

Read the chapter “Distributed Computing at BBN”. Then pick one technology in it that started in the 1970s or early 1980s, one that is a crude precursor to something used today.

Write a 2-3 page document overviewing how the technology has evolved. Pull in other sources: you should cite at least 3. This can be ANY web page, though start first at Wikipedia. You may “cite” them by using a footnote. It should include the title of the web page at least, then a hyperlink (e.g., I can click on it and find the source).

564: You must write 4-6 pages, and it must include at least 6 citations, including at least one of each of the following:

- Conference paper
- Technical Magazine (e.g., IEEE Computer, IEEE Internet Computing)
- Web page for a current product or open source project etc.